
Small  recovery  after  a  big
crisis
By the Analysis and Forecasting Department

This text summarizes the 2016-2017 outlook for the global
economy and the euro zone. Click here to consult the complete
version [in French].

Global  growth  is  once  again  passing  through  a  zone  of
turbulence. While growth will take place, it is nevertheless
being revised downwards for 2016 and 2017 to 2.9% and 3.1%,
respectively.  The  slowdown  is  first  of  all  hitting  the
emerging  countries,  with  the  decline  in  Chinese  growth
continuing and even worsening (6.1% anticipated for 2017, down
from 7.6% on average in 2012-2014). The slowdown in Chinese
demand is hitting world trade and fuelling lower oil prices,
which in turn is exacerbating the difficulties facing oil and
commodity  producers.  Finally,  the  prospect  for  the
normalization of US monetary policy is resulting in a reflux
of capital. The dollar is appreciating even as the currencies
of  the  emerging  countries  of  Asia  and  Latin  America  are
depreciating.  While  the  industrialized  countries  are  also
suffering  from  the  Chinese  slowdown  through  the  demand
channel,  growth  is  resilient  there  thanks  to  falling  oil
prices. The support provided by monetary policy is being cut
back in the US, but is strengthening in the euro zone, keeping
the  euro  at  a  low  level.  Countries  are  no  longer
systematically  adopting  austerity  policies.  In  these
conditions, growth will slow in the US, from 2.4% in 2015 to
1.9% in 2016 and then 1.6% in 2017. The recovery will pick up
pace slightly in the euro zone, driven mainly by the dynamism
of Germany and Spain and the improved outlook in France and
Italy. For the euro zone as a whole, growth should come to
1.8%  in  2016  and  1.7%  in  2017.  This  will  push  down  the
unemployment rate, although by year-end 2017 it will still be
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2 points above its pre-crisis level (9.3%, against 7.3% at
year-end 2007).

While the United States seems to have avoided the risk of
deflation, the euro zone is still under threat. Inflation is
close to zero, and the very low level of expectations for
long-term inflation reflects the ECB’s difficulty in regaining
control of inflation. Persistent unemployment indicates some
continuing shortcomings in managing demand in the euro zone,
which has in fact been based entirely on monetary policy.
While  the  ECB’s  actions  are  a  necessary  condition  for
accelerating growth, they are not sufficient, and must be
supplemented by more active fiscal policy.

At the level of the euro zone as a whole, overall fiscal
policy is neutral (expansionary in Germany and Italy in 2016
but restrictive in France and even more so in Greece), whereas
it  needs  to  be  more  expansionary  in  order  to  bring
unemployment down more rapidly and help to avert deflationary
risks. Furthermore, the continuing moderate growth is leading
to the accumulation of current account surpluses in the euro
zone (3.2% in 2015). While imbalances within the euro zone
have been corrected to some extent, this mainly took place
through  adjustments  by  countries  in  deficit  prior  to  the
crisis. Consequently, the surplus in the euro zone’s current
account will eventually pose risks to the level of the euro,
which  could  appreciate  once  the  monetary  stimulus  ends,
thereby slowing growth.



The coming recovery
By  the  Analysis  and  Forecasting  Department,  under  the
direction  of  Eric  Heyer  and  Xavier  Timbeau

This text summarises the OFCE 2015-2016 economic outlook for
the euro zone and the rest of the world

While up to now the euro zone had not been part of the global
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recovery, the conjunction of a number of favourable factors
(the fall in oil prices and depreciation of the euro) will
unleash a more sustained process of growth that is shared by
all the EU countries. These developments are occurring at a
time when the massive and synchronised fiscal austerity that
had  pushed  the  euro  zone  back  into  recession  in  2011  is
easing. The brakes on growth are gradually being lifted, with
the result that in 2015 and 2016 GDP should rise by 1.6% and
2%, respectively, which will reduce unemployment by half a
point per year. This time the euro zone will be on the road to
recovery. However, with an unemployment rate of 10.5% at the
end of 2016, the social situation will remain precarious and
the threat of deflation is not going away.

The expected demand shock

After a period during the Great Recession of 2008-2009 when
growth was boosted by expansionary fiscal policy, the euro
zone countries quickly reversed their policy orientation and
adopted a more restrictive one. While the United States also
chose to reduce its budget deficit, austerity has had less
effect there. First, the negative demand shock at the euro
zone  level  was  amplified  by  the  synchronisation  of  the
consolidation. Second, in a context of rising public debt, the
lack of fiscal solidarity between the countries opened up a
breach  for  speculative  attacks,  which  pushed  up  first
sovereign  rates  and  then  bank  rates  or  the  non-financial
agents market. The euro zone plunged into a new recession in
2011, while globally the momentum for growth gathered pace in
the  other  developed  countries  (chart).  This  episode  of
consolidation and financial pressure gradually came to an end.
In July 2012, the ECB made a commitment to support the euro;
fiscal austerity was eased in 2014; and the Member States
agreed  on  a  draft  banking  union,  which  was  officially
initiated  in  November  2014,  with  new  powers  on  banking
supervision entrusted to the ECB. All that was lacking in the
euro zone then was a spark to ignite the engine of growth. The



transfer of purchasing power to households that resulted from
the fall in oil prices – about one percentage point of GDP if
oil prices stay down until October 2015 – represents this
positive  demand  shock,  which  in  addition  has  no  budget
implications. The only cost resulting from the shock comes
from the decline in income in the oil-producing countries,
which will lead them to import less in the coming quarters.

An  external  demand  shock  will  combine  with  this  internal
demand  shock  in  the  euro  zone.  The  announcement  of  a
quantitative easing programme in the euro zone represents a
second factor accelerating growth. This programme, under which
the  ECB  is  to  purchase  more  than  1,000  billion  euros  of
securities at a pace of 60 billion per month until September
2016, not only will amplify the fall in sovereign yields but
more importantly will also lead to a reallocation of portfolio
assets and drive the euro (further) down. Investors looking
for higher returns will turn to dollar-denominated securities,
especially as the prospect of a gradual monetary tightening in
the US improves the outlook for earnings on this side of the
pond. The rising dollar will lift the currencies of the Asian
countries  with  it,  which  will  increase  the  competitive
advantage of the euro zone at the expense this time of the
United States and some emerging countries. It is unlikely that
the  fragility  induced  in  these  countries  and  in  the  oil-
producing countries by the oil shock and by the decline in the
euro will offset the positive effects expected in the euro
zone. On the contrary, they will also be vectors for the
rebalancing of growth needed by the euro zone.

Investment  is  the  factor  that  will  complete  this  growth
scenario. The anticipation of higher demand will remove any
remaining  reluctance  to  launch  investment  projects  in  a
situation  where  financing  conditions  are,  overall,  very
positive, representing a real improvement in countries where
credit constraints had weighed heavily on growth.

All this will lead to a virtuous circle of growth. All the



signals  should  turn  green:  an  improvement  in  household
purchasing  power  due  to  the  oil  impact,  increased
competitiveness due to the lower euro, an acceleration in
investment and, ultimately, growth and employment.

A fragile recovery?

While the elements promoting the euro zone’s growth are not
mere hypotheticals about the future but represent a number of
tangible factors whose effects will gradually make themselves
felt, the fact remains that they are somewhat fragile. The
falling  price  of  oil,  for  instance,  is  probably  not
sustainable. The equilibrium price of oil is closer to USD 100
than USD 50 and, ultimately, a rise in energy prices is in the
cards: what has a positive effect today could undermine the
resumption of a recovery tomorrow. The decline of the euro
seems more long-term; it should last at least until the end of
the ECB’s quantitative easing programme, which officially is
at least September 2016. The euro should not, however, fall
below a level of 0.95 dollar per euro. The time it takes for
changes in exchange rates to translate into trade volumes,
however, should allow the euro zone to benefit in 2016 from a
gain in competitiveness.

It is worth noting that a Greek exit from the euro zone could
also put a halt to the nascent recovery. The firewalls set up
at the European level to reduce that risk should limit any
contagion, at least so long as the political risk has not been
concretised. It will be difficult for the ECB to support a
country where a party explicitly calling for leaving the euro
zone is at the gates of power. The contagion that is now
considered  extinguished  could  then  catch  fire  again  and
reignite the sovereign debt crisis in the euro zone.

Finally,  the  constraints  of  the  Stability  Pact  have  been
shifted  so  as  to  leave  more  time  to  the  Member  States,
particularly France, to get back to the 3% target. They have
therefore not really been lifted and should soon be reinforced
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once it comes to assessing the budgetary efforts being made by
the countries to reduce their debt.
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